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1 INTRODUCTION 
Squirrel-cage induction motors play an important role in the marketplace today, as 
their characteristics are particularly well suited for a wide range of applications. In addition 
to their relatively low initial cost, their lack of an electrical connection between rotor and 
stator provides an uncommon degree of ruggedness, since there is no commutator that could 
either wear out or produce potentially dangerous sparks in the air gap. Operational costs can, 
therefore, be quite low as minimal maintenance is required. Unfortunately, the nonlinear 
interaction between the motor inputs and outputs makes high-performance induction motor 
control quite difficult. Advances in microprocessor and power electronic technology, however, 
have provided the necessary framework for the construction of high performance controls. 
This work examines the operational characteristics of several of these methods through 
analysis of simulation and actual bench test results. 
The simplest method of induction motor control is based on the motor's steady-state 
operation. In this case, a simple sinusoidal voltage is applied to the stator inputs, with the 
frequency as an input. Since the voltage magnitude is simply a function of the stator 
frequency, this type of control is known as scalar control. This method, though simple in 
design and implementation, has been used for a variety of applications that do not require 
especially good dynamic performance. 
Ever since Felix Blaschke frrst proposed field-oriented control (FOC) as an improved 
method for induction motor control [ 1 ], the engineering community has made a significant 
effort to create different methods of induction motor control that would share or improve on 
several desirable characteristics: quick dynamic response, wide bandwidth, low complexity, 
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robustness, parameter insensitivity, and disturbance rejection. Field-oriented control achieved 
some of these goals by providing a model which transformed the induction motor variables 
into a model which mimicked a de motor. This method thus enables the induction motor to 
share some of the favorable characteristics of the de motor, such as decoupled linearity of the 
flux and torque loops and their subsequently faster responses. Theoretically, such methods 
should allow for the substitution of induction motors for their de counterparts in a wide 
range of applications. 
The ability to decouple flux and torque operation allows separate control of either 
variable. For example, Lorenz and Yang [2] use a dynamic programming scheme to show 
that dynamically optimized flux trajectories provide significant efficiency improvements 
compared to a constant flux level during closed-cycle operation. Another case in which 
separate flux and torque control brings advantages involves operation in the field-weaking 
region; in this case, variation in the flux magnitude is necessary to maintain maximum torque. 
In either of these cases, the inability of FOC to vary both the flux and torque levels 
simultaneously could be significant. 
One alternative to FOC is a nonlinear control method called feedback linearization 
[3], which uses a slightly different transformation in order to fully linearize the flux and 
torque loops. This method allows the simultaneous dynamic control of flux and torque, an 
advantage that FOC lacks. Although the analytical transformation seems to be more complex 
than that of FOC, tests on the motor testing facility reported in this thesis show little 
difference in computational complexity. 
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In this comparative study, the three aforementioned types of induction motor control 
are compared and contrasted with each other via simulation and testing on an actual machine. 
The control methods were executed on a test bench to provide some meaningful comparisons. 
Speed and position control algorithms were run for various reference signals and under 
various load torques. 
2 IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW 
Figure 2.1 displays a block diagram of the motor testing facility developed for this 
comparative study. The facility is designed to allow testing of arbitrary motor control 
algorithms on a typical induction motor under a variety of loads [ 4]. The motor under test 
is a two-horsepower, three-phase induction motor rated at 120 V. Supplying power to the 
motor is a bridge consisting of six insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs). The transistors 
are controlled by an analog pulse width modulated (PWM) signal produced by a special 
interface chip that accepts digital input. The PWM chip thus permits a microprocessor to 
control the output voltage directly. In addition to the transistors, a braking circuit is built to 
sink power when necessary. 
External 
Input 
DSP 
Simplified Block Diagram of Motor Test Bench 
speed 
Interface 
current command 
Figure 2.1 Block diagram of laboratory setup 
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The sensor, controller, and inverter arrangement shown in Figure 2.1 is similar to 
many commercial and research implementations of ac motor drives. However, one unusual 
characteristic of this motor testing facility is its versatility. This facility is capable of testing 
virtually any type of control method since the entire control structure is programmable via 
software. The software-based method permits one to take a different perspective on the 
calculation of stator voltages in that the inputs can be calculated directly from sensor 
information. This approach is somewhat different from ac motor controller implementations 
that explicitly perform various transformations on the sensor data before calculating voltage 
inputs. Further, the direct control of stator voltages rather than currents allows for full 
consideration of all of the motor states. 
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The rest of this chapter briefly describes some of the implementation issues met in the 
design of the motor testing facility. 
2.1 Power Electronics 
Power is supplied to the induction motor via a standard industrial IGBT -based inverter. 
Two adjustable de power supplies maintain a de rail voltage of up to 300 V for the inverter. 
The power supplies feature adjustable current limits of up to 12.5 A. 
The de dynamometer provides emulation of an arbitrary load torque characteristic in 
order that control algorithms may operate the motor against a variety of loads [5]. The 
dynamometer is a de motor operated in armature-control mode. The field current, typically 
0.5 A, is set externally and held fixed. The armature current is controlled by a transistor-
bridge electronic de motor drive capable of commanding an armature current of either polarity 
over a bandwidth of 0 - 30 Hz. Since the electrical load torque for a de motor is proportional 
to the product of the armature and field currents, the analog input to this card is directly 
proportional to the load torque. 
The test facility is designed to operate with power flowing in either direction. 
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Figure 2.2 shows the power portion of the block diagram of the test bench facility. The 
resistors shown in the figure provide a dissipative element for any electrical power generated 
by either machine, thus preventing excessive voltages that can occur on either bus during 
generation. Note that when both motors are energized and rotating, electrical power must flow 
back into one of the de power buses, provided that the frictional and electrical losses in the 
system are overcome. This power must be either dissipated or stored in the bus capacitance. 
Figure 2.2 shows that, neglecting losses, either set of resistors should act as the sole 
dissipative element for the power generated by one of the motors. Thus, each set of resistors 
must be substantial enough to dissipate the rated power of either machine. In our case the 
design provided up to 2 kW of dissipation. 
It is important to note that the power rating for the resistor boxes is a transient rating 
rather than a continuous one; the full power level is reached only if one of the machines is 
fully loaded. Most of the time, some of the power would be flowing into one of the resistor 
sets directly from the power supply connected across its rails and not from the appropriate 
motor's terminals. This type of connection is usually considered undesirable since significant 
power could be flowing from the power supply rather than from the motor, causing an 
unnecessary demand for current. Switching this set of resistors in when necessary is a better 
solution as it reduces the amount of power generally required from the power supply. We 
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used a braking transistor in order to switch in a set of resistors if the bus voltage rose too 
much. The switching action thus caused the resistors to dissipate power only when necessary. 
~n l . ~n2 
Resistors 
(including brake) 
Figure 2.2 Power balance for lab setup 
The hex inverter required four separate 15 V power supplies, one for the three low 
side switches and one for each of the high side switches. A flyback converter with four 
secondary windings provided the necessary power. One operational problem with our setup 
was the interphase capacitance that seemed to continually hamper the effectiveness of our 
system. This capacitance was great enough to cause failures in the hex IGBT module, and 
the effect was even more noticeable with higher bus voltages. Careful attention to layout and 
transformer design seemed to alleviate the problem, but further revision of the layout is 
necessary. 
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2.2 Computational Capabilities 
The heart of the control system is the System Controller, an Intel 8096 
microcontroller. This chip performs the housekeeping duties for the system, including 
accessi~g the various sensors, interfacing with the output PWM chip and inverter, and 
synchronizing the computational frame. The computational frame is a well-defined constant 
period during which the Controller performs all of its tasks. Dividing time in this way 
provides a basis for considering the system as a discrete time system. The well-defined frame 
also simplifies synchronization between the Controller and its coprocessor. See [4] for a 
detailed description of Controller operation; only a brief overview of the computational 
capabilities of the testbed is given below. 
A Texas Instruments TMS320C30 digital signal processor comprises the major 
processing power of the control system. This processor is a floating point chip containing an 
architecture amenable to signal processing algorithms, and can be programmed from a high 
level language such as Fortran or C. The main duty of this element is to calculate the 
required induction motor excitation voltages at each frame, although other functions may be 
assigned as necessary. Thus the C30 can be considered as a coprocessor for the System 
Controller. Figure 2.3 shows a block diagram of the major functions for the C30. 
Reviewing the implementation of the input voltages can provide a greater 
understanding of the testbed. Figure 2.4 displays a diagram of a typical three-phase inverter. 
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Initialization with System 
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Command 
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Figure 2.3 Block diagram of C30 functions 
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Figure 2.4 Inverter diagram 
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Phase voltages U, V, and W can be projected onto a two dimensional plane as in Figure 2.5 if 
unit vectors u, v, and w are considered, where each of the unit vectors is positioned 120° 
apart from the others. This projection is a direct result of the fact that only two of the 
three-phase voltages can be independent. The direct and quadrature phases comprise a 
reference frame that is used as a basis for input voltage computation. It should be noted that 
a constant magnitude sinusoidal voltage would trace out the circle in Figure 2.5. Krause [ 6] 
presents an excellent treatment of reference frame theory. 
Figure 2.5 Three-phase voltage vectors resolved onto dq axes. 
Figure 2.4 shows that each phase voltage is limited to one or the other of the rail 
voltages. In Figure 2.5, this limitation means that the actual voltages can be generated only 
at the vertices of the hexagon. In order to reach other points on the circle, the switching 
action must implement linear combinations of the unit vectors u, v, and w using PWM 
switching. 
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3 ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 
3.1 Induction Motor Model 
Neglecting iron saturation, one can describe the dynamics of an induction motor using 
a fifth-order model derived from basic electromagnetic principles. Krause gives a good 
treatment of the reference frame theory required for one to fully understand the 
transformations involved in the model. Within this framework, it is possible to write the 
model in terms of a reference frame rotating at an arbitrary angular frequency ro as in (3.1). 
d . . . Mrr Mnpror v ds 
_z =-yz +roz + __ A, + A +_ dt ds ds qs 2 dr crL qr 0 crLr r 
d Mn ro Mr v 
-i =-roi -yi - P r A. + __ r A. + ~ dt qs ds qs crL dr 2 qr 0 r crLr 
d Mrr. rr 
-Ad =-zds --Ad +(ro-n ro )A. dt r L L r p r qr 
r r 
d Mr r 
_A, =_r i -(ro-n ro )A __ r A dt qr L qs p r dr L qr (3.1) 
r r 
d _3 MnP . . Tt 
_ro ----(Ad z -A. zds) --dt r 2 JL r qs qr J 
r 
3.2 Scalar Control 
The simplest method of induction motor control, scalar control, uses the steady-state 
approximation of the motor model to prescribe a particular rotor frequency at rated flux. In 
steady-state operation with flux magnitude J\a1ed, (3.1) reduces to (3.2). 
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(3 .2) 
Torque 
(1) 
r 
Figure 3.1 Typical torque vs. speed curve for an induction motor 
Generally, the desired range of operation requires a linear relationship between torque 
and rotor speed, as shown in Figure 3 .1. Thus, for a particular motor it is possible to control 
the electrical torque by controlling the slip frequency impressed upon the motor. One may 
therefore use a proportional-integral (PI) feedback loop to control the slip frequency as 
desired. However, since the approximation is a steady-state one, the designer does not 
necessarily have complete control over all of the dynamics present. A block diagram of a 
scalar speed controller is shown in Figure 3 .2. 
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It should also be noted that, although scalar control generally is used to maintain a 
rated flux condition, this condition can be shown to produce suboptimal efficiency for lightly 
loaded motors. As Famouri and Cathey note in [7], significant energy savings can result 
from a scalar algorithm containing the same dynamic structure as (3.2) but using a modified 
voltage magnitude representative of a variable flux magnitude command. The flux magnitude 
is varied with regard to the steady-state efficiency characteristic of the motor in order to 
optimize efficiency. It should be noted that some commercial controllers of the scalar type 
[8] allow arbitrary settings of the V /f ratio at given speeds to improve torque or efficiency. 
3.3 Field-Oriented Control 
Scalar control is normally sufficient for the many applications that require only 
asymptotic speed regulation. The method does not produce a controlled transient response to 
meet very high performance applications. Since it is only a steady-state approximation, it 
cannot respond to load transients or position-dependent loads as can more advanced methods. 
Vector control methods take advantage of factors such as flux and current angles in order to 
compensate for transients in either the load or command signals. 
The basis of field-oriented control (FOC) [ 1] is to consider the properties of an ac 
machine in a reference frame fixed to the rotor flux, which follows the physical operation of 
a de machine. Marino et. al. [9] develop FOC as a nonlinear transformation of the motor 
variables that produces an induction motor model that mimics that of the standard de motor. 
omeQa - > theta 
FJ:::= -- --- ----- -
Figtire 3.2 SIMULINK block diagram for sc3.lar speed control. 
Ul 
A new set of variables is defined as in (3.3). 
ro =ro 
r r 
'¥= A~r+A~r 
A i +A i i ..:.. dr ds qr qs 
d qs 
A i -A i i ..:.. dr qs qr ds 
q qs 
A 
p =arctan--.!:. 
Adr 
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(3.3) 
When (3.1) is rewritten in terms of these variables in the stationary reference frame 
(ro = 0), transformation produces the following dynamic model: 
d'P rr Mrr. 
--=--'P+ __ zd 
dt L L 
r r 
did 1 M 2rr . Mrr . Mrr . 2 vd 
-=--(--+r )z + __ 'JI+n ro z + __ z +_ dt cr 2 s d 2 P r q L qs q cr Lr crLr r 
di 1 M 2r Mn Mr v 
_q =--(--r +r )i - __ P'Jiro -n ffi i -__ r i i +_!_ 
dt cr 2 s q crL r P r d L '¥ q d cr Lr r r 
dror _3 MnP . _ T1 
__ __ qsz -
dt 2 JL q J 
r 
dp rr Miq 
-=n ffi + __ _ 
dt p r L '¥ 
r 
(3.4) 
The nonlinearities are canceled out using feedback. A new set of commands uflux and uspeed 
are used to determine the required voltages. 
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M .2 
. r,lq 
vd=cr(ufl -n ro l ---) 
ux p rq L'J! 
r (3.5) 
Mn Mr ij 
v =cr(u +n ro i + __ Pro '¥ + __ , _q) 
q speed P , d 0 L , L '¥ 
r r 
With the above feedback, and the rotor time constant tr = L, I R,., the model is transformed 
as in (3.6): 
di 
q =-'Vi +u dt 1"' q speed 
d\t1 =~( -'Jf+Mi) 
dt 't d (3.6) 
r 
did . M 
dt =-yzd+t'JI+Ujlux 
r 
dp Mi 
-=n (0 + __ q 
dt p ' 't,'Jf 
As shown in (3.6), FOC can be used to create an asymptotically linear system from the 
nonlinearities inherent in the induction motor model. The decoupling is typically performed 
by first bringing the flux variable up to its rated value and then applying a speed command as 
necessary. Note that the tra_nsformed states id and 'V are decoupled from iq, the variable 
representing acceleration. The interaction between the two current variables closely resembles 
that of armature and field currents in a de motor, a well-known nonlinear system. The 
dynamic equations for a de motor are given for comparison. 
Equations (3.6) and (3.7) show that both a field-oriented controlled induction motor 
and an armature-controlled de motor can be operated as decoupled linear systems. This 
finding conforms with normal operating practice in each case. Typically, one would operate 
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(3.7) 
an armature-controlled de motor by charging up the field current to a desired constant level 
before using the armature current as a torque input. Field-oriented control provides the user 
the same kind of operation: after the rotor flux is charged up to its rated value, the current iq 
can act as an independent torque input. Generally, the flux loop can be considered as a 
separate variable; its dynamics are not usually of particular interest, provided that the motor is 
not operating in a field weakening region. The flux magnitude can be considered constant for 
an analysis of the torque loop dynamics of FOC, much as the field current of a de motor is 
considered constant when its operation is analyzed. With this assumption, the torque linearity 
of (3.6) is clear, and the transformed induction motor can be considered to be a linear 
actuator. 
It is important to note that both the transformation of (3.3) and the feedback of (3.5) 
rely extensively on rotor flux feedback, a characteristic common to most vector control 
algorithms. The rotor flux is not measurable unless modifications are made to the stator of 
the machine, in which case the air gap flux can be measured directly. Typically, the air gap 
flux can be sensed by either adding additional search coils to the stator or tapping the existing 
stator windings [10] to produce flux-induced voltages. The induction required for coils to 
act as flux sensors renders them ineffective at low frequencies [11]. In any event, the 
necessary modifications to the stator for the flux sensors make them unattractive. 
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Direct FOC algorithms use such a flux sensor (or observer) for the rotor flux 
information. Indirect FOC algorithms, however, simplify the process by maintaining a 
constant flux magnitude and using an estimator for the flux angle. Indirect algorithms seem 
to produce satisfactory performance under many conditions, but they are quite sensitive to 
parameter estimates and variations [12], especially the rotor time constant. Further, 
Garcia et.al. [13] have shown that indirect FOC is a straightforward extension of the 
scalar control of Figure 3.2. 
It can be quite informative to examine the FOC model described in (3.6) transformed 
to the frequency domain as in (3 .8): 
3nM \f T1 (1)- p u --
r 2 JLr s(s+y) speed Js 
(3 .8) 
This equation represents the transfer functions between the speed input and load torque, here 
considered an input, and the rotor speed output. Rotor flux magnitude is considered constant. 
Since the relationship of each of these inputs to the speed output is linear, the principle of 
superposition can be used to further analyze the dynamics of FOC. The load torque input 
can, therefore, be ignored when examining the dynamic response of FOC or when designing a 
feedback controller. With PI feedback as in (3.9) , the closed-loop response to a speed 
reference is shown in (3.10). The denominator of this transfer function clearly shows that full 
pole placement is possible with appropriate selection of kP, k;, and cP. 
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k . 
u =(k + 1 )(ro -ro ) -c i 
speed p - ref r p q 
(3.9) 
s 
ro (s) sak +ak. 
r p 1 
ro r s) s 3 +s 2(v-c ) +sak +ak. 
ref' I p p 1 
3 nM a.: __ P_'JI 
2 JL 
r 
(3.10) 
The acquisition of flux signals for FOC is done in several ways. "Indirect" FOC uses 
an estimator for the rotor flux angle; the stator current and rotor speed feedback signals are 
required. It is useful to note that controllers using a flux estimator cannot keep an accurate 
estimate of the rotor flux angle after certain types of transients; for this kind of robustness, 
either an actual flux sensor or an observer is required. Toward this end, Verghese and 
Sanders [ 14] created an observer that converges asymptotically to the correct flux vector. 
This observer was used in the experiments that follow. Other observers have been described 
in [15] and [16], for example. 
Another limitation to FOC is its well-known sensitivity to parameter estimates [11]. 
Specifically, the rotor time constant can change significantly during normal operation as the 
rotor bars heat up. Besides parameter variation over an operating cycle, inaccurate parameter 
estimates can also degrade FOC performance. Further, the structure of FOC suggests that it 
·may be less effective at providing control for high performance motors than for others. 
Equation (3.5) shows that the control variables are each multiplied by the leakage parameter a 
before they are turned into stator voltages. For high performance, low leakage motors, a 
approaches zero and poses a singularity problem for effective control. 
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3.4 Feedback Linearization 
An alternative method of induction motor control can be attained by transforming the 
induction motor model into a model that is linear though not necessarily analogous to that of 
a de motor. One such method is described in [9]. This method, which introduces the change 
of coordinates in (3.11), produces a linear relationship between the inputs uspeed and uflux and 
the rotor speed and flux magnitude outputs. 
3 nM T1 a = __ P -(A i -A, i )--
r 2 JL dr qs qr ds J 
r 
\}' = A~r + A~r 
~ = 2\f (Mid -\f) 
'tr 
A. 
p=arctan~ 
Adr 
(3.11) 
The feedback of (3.12) transforms the system into a linear fifth-order system as shown in 
(3.13): 
(3.12) 
This control algorithm produces a fourth-order linear system inside a fifth-order model. 
Comparing the closed-loop model of (3.13) with (3.6), it is apparent that this feedback 
linearization approach is structurally similar to FOC. Further, the lack of any nonlinear terms 
in (3.13) means that feedback linearization provides a control method with dynamic 
dro 
--'=a 
dt 
da 
-=u d dt spee 
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~(qa)=<; 
dt 
(3.13) 
d~ 
-=ufl dt ux 
dp =n ro +'!...~(Ja+T) 
dt p r 3 n '1'2 
p 
decoupling of flux and speed. This characteristic facilitates control features such as motor 
operation in the flux weakening range or concurrent modification of flux magnitude levels 
during speed transients for efficient operation [7]. 
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4 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
It is useful to compare and contrast the conditions under which various motor control 
methods would operate. For example, if the user's primary concern deals with steady-state 
speed regulation for a steady-state load torque, a simple scalar control law might be adequate 
for that particular application. For an application requiring high performance dynamic 
response, one of the other control methods would, of course, be necessary. The higher 
performance control laws do differ, however, with regard to such factors as computational 
complexity, parameter sensitivity, disturbance rejection, and robustness, for example. 
Table 4.1 lists the computational times for each of the control methods. For each 
method, two times are listed: the module execution time and the total processing time. The 
total processing time measures the time elapsed for the C30 to complete all of its 
computations in a given frame. This duration measures the time required for the control 
subroutine as well as any sensor interface subroutines. The module execution time measures 
only the time required for the actual control subroutine. Since the base frame time used for 
the control runs described in this thesis is 256 f..lS, it is clear that none of these routines comes 
close to pushing the computational limits of the test bench. Another item of note from 
Table 4.1 is the fact that the feedback linearization routine actually takes less computational 
power than does the FOC algorithm. This result is significant, since it proves that at least in 
one sense, feedback linearization can be considered less complex than FOC. 
In this study, scalar control, FOC and feedback linearization algorithms were tested for 
speed reference inputs. Position control algorithms were also tested for FOC and feedback 
linearization control. In both cases, both transient response and disturbance rejection are 
examined, and results are described. 
Table 4.1 Computational Times for Control Method Implementations 
Control Module Total 
Algorithm Execution Time (J..LS) Processing Time (J..LS) 
Scalar control 46.4 98.2 
Indirect FOC 78.9 116.9 
Direct FOC 79.8 118.4 
Feedback linearization 70.7 118.2 
4.1 Speed Control 
As stated above, the scalar control of (3.2) may be all that is necessary to satisfy the 
requirements of a particular application. As an example of this, Figure 4.1 shows a step 
response for a scalar control law driving a quadratic load torque T1 = k(Jl scaled to equal 
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4 Nm at 600 RPM. This sort of load could represent a fan or other windage load. All of the 
speed control runs were performed with this same load torque to provide a consistent basis 
for comparison. Figure 4.1 shows a quick speed response from a simple scalar controller. In 
many blower applications with similar speed references and loads, the response of 
Figure 4.1 is quite sufficient. 
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Figure 4.1 Step response for scalar control 
Step responses for the other control methods are shown in Figures 4.2-4.4. Though 
each of these step responses has some overshoot, linear system theory dictates that such an 
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overshoot can be eliminated entirely, provided that the desired time constants are sufficiently 
chosen. In this case, that would require a much slower choice of poles which would 
significantly slow down the transient responses. 
Figure 4.1 shows that a simple scalar control law with only speed feedback can drive 
the motor against a substantial speed-quadratic load torque to the reference speed in about one 
second. Further, the control regulates the steady-state rotor speed within less than one percent 
of its reference. For a number of applications, this kind of performance is satisfactory and 
further refinements are not needed. 
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Figure 4.3 Step response for FOC 
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Figure 4.4 Step response for feedback linearization control 
Figure 4.1 can be compared with Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 , and Figure 4.4, the step 
responses of indirect FOC, direct FOC, and feedback linearization algorithms under the 
same conditions. Although all of the methods seem to produce generally good results, it is 
interesting to note the initial negative transient in Figure 4.2. This transient apparently results 
from the error in locating the rotor flux angle with current feedback. 
Another perspective on comparing the performances of the various control methods 
can be gained by examining the electrical power input to the motor in each case. Figures 4.5 
through 4.7 show the de current traces from indirect FOC, direct FOC, and feedback 
linearization speed control step responses. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show an initial current 
surge associated with a flux chargeup followed by a larger surge. The second surge 
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represents the power consumed by the motor during acceleration. In Figure 4.5, the flux 
chargeup of indirect FOC causes a higher current peak than does the chargeup of direct FOC. 
This occurs because the indirect FOC algorithm uses a steady-state approximation to calculate 
the flux magnitude. The error caused by calculating the flux magnitude this way leads to the 
excessive current surge. Besides the difference in the initial current surges, though, the 
current demands of direct and indirect FOC are otherwise similar. However, Figure 4.7 
shows that feedback linearization behaves in an altoghether different manner than the FOC 
methods. Besides its radically different characteristic during the initial transient, an 
interesting feature of Figure 4.7 is the increased ripple during steady-state operation, which 
seems to indicate detuned operation. 
CHI 10 mV/div (5 Ndiv) Time (200 mS/div) 
Figure 4.5 de current trace for indirect FOC speed control step response 
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CHI IO mV/div (5 Ndiv) Time (200 ms/div) 
CHI gnd 
Figure 4.6 de current trace for FOC speed control step response 
CHI 10 mV/div (5 Ndiv) Time (200 ms/div) 
CHI gnd 
Figure 4. 7 de current trace for feedback linearization speed control step response 
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A common benchmark used to measure the response of various algorithms against 
demanding conditions is a full-speed reversal test. The results of these tests are plotted in 
Figures 4.8 through 4.11. Although all of the methods tested once again seem to track the 
reference input fairly well, the indirect FOC method still seems to outperform the others. An 
interesting note for this set of control runs concerns the rough response of feedback 
linearization shown in Figure 4.11. It is apparent that feedback linearization requires 
excellent tuning for satisfactory reference tracking. 
Another note regarding Figure 4.10 is that its reference changes somewhat more 
slowly than the others. This reduced acceleration was necessary for FOC in order to avoid an 
overcurrent fault, a fault not present for the other methods. 
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Figure 4.8 Speed reversal for scalar control 
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Figure 4.10 Speed reversal for FOC 
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Figure 4.11 Speed reversal for feedback linearization control 
Perhaps a less illuminating test involved the emulation of a position-dependent load 
torque. The load torque was set to 4 + cos(Sr). In this case, one might expect the vector-
based control methods to outperform the scalar method. However, the graphs from 
Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.15 show very little difference among the methods. The inability of 
the methods to reject the load torque disturbance shows that the bandwidth of all of these 
control algorithms is less than 10 Hz. 
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Figure 4.12 Position-dependent torque for scalar control 
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Figure 4.13 Position-dependent torque for indirect FOC 
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Figure 4.14 Position-dependent load torque for FOC 
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Figure 4.15 Position-dependent load torque for feedback linearization control 
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Scalar control methods could also be used for some slightly more complicated types of 
reference inputs. Figure 4.16 shows the same scalar control method closely tracking a 2 Hz 
sinusoidally varying reference speed while the motor is driving a constant load torque of 
2 Nm. Indeed, it is possible to construct control methods capable of following speed 
references of up to several hertz. Of course, the bandwidth of all such methods is inherently 
limited by the fact that scalar control provides no mechanism for dealing with actual motor 
dynamics [13]. 
Figures 4.17 through 4.25 show the results of bandwidth tests for the four control 
methods. In these runs, the angular frequency reference varied linearly with time as ro= 2.5t. 
Figures 4.19, 4.20, 4.22 and 4.23 show that both FOC control methods are capable of tracking 
a bandwidth of 0-7 Hz. Figure 4.24 shows that the bandwidth of the feedback linearization 
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Figure 4.17 Bandwidth test for scalar control 
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Figure 4.18 Expanded view of portion of Figure 4.17 
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Figure 4.19 Bandwidth test for FOC 
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Figure 4.20 Expanded view of portion of Figure 4.19 
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Figure 4.21 Bandwidth test for FOC with added load torque 
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Figure 4.22 Bandwidth test for indirect FOC 
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Figure 4.24 Bandwidth test for feedback linearization 
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Figure 4.25 Expanded view of portion of Figure 4.24 
method was limited to less that half of the FOC bandwidth. Even the scalar control method 
of Figure 4.17 had a greater bandwidth (0-4 Hz). 
A rather interesting phenomenon appears in Figure 4.21, which shows the response of 
the bandwidth test for FOC with a 2 Nm load torque added. This test produced a frequency 
response with a magnitude greater than unity between 1 and 2 Hz. Figure 4.21 shows another 
example of the poor disturbance rejection of FOC. Clearly, other approaches to disturbance 
rejection should be considered for such a case. 
4.2 Position Control 
Vector control methods such as the two kinds of FOC or feedback linearization are 
capable of an additional method of control: position control. That is, since these methods are 
capable of regulating speed down to 0 Hz (Figure 4.26), position control should then be 
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possible. Figures 4.27 through 4.29 show step responses for position control from each of the 
control methods. Each of these response plots shows some overshoot, an undesirable 
characteristic of step responses for position control. Also, the unsteady nature of some of the 
traces seems to imply that a tuning problem exists. There seems to be a similar steady-state 
oscillation about the reference point in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.29, while the oscillation in 
Figure 4.28 exists at a lower frequency. 
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Figure 4.26 Response of FOC to zero speed reference and 2 Nm load torque step 
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Figure 4.28 Step response for feedback linearization position control 
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Figure 4.29 Step response for FOC position control 
The responses of the various position control methods to disturbances are shown in 
Figure 4.30 through Figure 4.32. For these tests, a constant load torque of 2 Nm was 
switched on after the rotor had reached its final position. All three methods had difficulty 
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maintaining the reference position, although the feedback linearization control seems to do a 
slightly better job of regulating the position. It appears as though parameter matching plays 
an important role in this test. One could therefore conclude that good parameter estimates are 
necessary for high quality control. 
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Figure 4.30 Response of indirect FOC position control to 2 Nm load torque step 
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Figure 4.31 Response of FOC position control to 2 Nm load torque step 
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5 CONCLUSION 
5.1 Summary 
A comparative analysis of four types of induction motor control has been performed 
on a generic induction motor testing facility. Various speed and position control runs were 
performed, and the results were compared and contrasted. An FOC algorithm utilizing torque 
feedback is presented, and it is shown to completely linearize the torque loop. 
Each type of speed controller presented seems to possess unique qualities with regard 
to criteria such as transient response, bandwidth, and disturbance rejection. Position control 
runs not only show the difference among the controllers but also highlight the need for 
accurate parameter measurements. 
5.2 Future Work 
Although the control methods presented in this thesis are common, other complex 
methods should also be compared and contrasted. One such method would involve a 
reduced-order control method that may provide some insight into special operational cases for 
motor control. 
A more thorough examination of parameter sensitivities should be performed both 
analytically and experimentally. Further, adaptive methods of motor control should be 
compared with current motor control algorithms. 
Finally, a wider variety of load torques and speed or position references should be 
tested in order that results can be extended for high performance motor drive applications 
such as robotics. 
APPENDIX A NOMENCLATURE 
Parameters 
M = mutual inductance 
Lr = rotor inductance 
Ls = stator inductance 
rr = rotor resistance 
rs = stator resistance 
nP = no. of pole pairs 
cr = leakage inductance 
'Y = stator time constant 
'tr = rotor time constant 
Variables 
ror = rotor frequency 
er = rotor angle 
roe = electrical frequency 
ros = slip frequency 
ids, iqs = direct and quadrature stator currents 
" vds' vqs = 
Ad, "Aqr = " 
" " 
" " 
'P =rotor flux magnitude 
p = rotor flux angle 
stator voltages 
rotor fluxes 
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APPENDIX B SOURCE CODE 
This appendix contains source code used in the induction motor testing research 
laboratory. Included are files regarding the sensor interface and flux observer, as well as 
several control law files and reference input functions. 
B.l Sensor Interface: sensors.c 
r sensors.c 
version 4 
Sensors.c acts as the sensor interface. It produces proper voltage, 
current, and speed measurements for the control law. 
[Locker] 
NOTE: Commanded voltage rotation is not handled in this routine. See 
rot_ vec.c for that function. 
IMPORTANT: These routines are called directly from real.asm, and 
are NOT TO BE called from any control routine. 
IMPORTANT: To function properly, the control law must use the double precision 
variable electrical_speed containing the current sensed electrical 
speed. (ie the electrical speed seen at the sensors at this time 
rather than the electrical speed currently being calculated) *I 
#include <imp_inc.h> 
#include <clc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <sensors.h> 
#include <w_sense.h> 
#include <utils.h> 
r 
/* current sensing *I 
/* speed sensing too *I 
/* utilities: here, the round() function *I 
New Global Variables 
The global variables defined here provide easier interaction 
with prospective control law files. They are unique variable names that must 
not be repeated (as *global* variables!) in any other file linked 
into 'imp.out'. 
speed: 
accel: 
rotor speed in rad/sec 
acceleration in rad/sec 
Note that the proper values for speed and acceleration are 
automatically produced by this file, so no knowledge of their calculation 
is required of the user. 
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See C3x Software User Guide for further documentation. 
double speed, 
accel, 
rotor_angle, 
rotor _revolutions; 
static double sx, sy, 
id_array[6], 
iq_array[6], 
filter[6] = 
{ 2.60984111 e-2, 
-1.277 43024e-1 , 
6.03225896e-1 , 
6.03225896e-1 , 
-1.277 43024e-1 , 
2.60984111e-2}, 
h_id[2], h_iq[2]; 
static int index, h_tog; 
void init_sensors(void) 
r 
/* rotor speed in rad/sec *I 
/* acceleration in rad/secA2 *I 
/* current rotor angle in rad *I 
I* number of revolutions since start *I 
I* vars for translating to phase currents *I 
/*variables for lowpass filter for current sensors *I 
Initialization routine. 
Rotate voltage values by -30 degrees to line-neutral frame. 
(sin (-30 degrees)= -0.5, cos(-30 degrees)= SQRT312 
Also divide by sqrt(3). 
inti; 
sy = -0.5*SQRT3_1; 
sx = 0.5; 
init_w_sense(); 
index= 0; 
/* sin angle *I 
/*COS ANGLE *I 
for (i=O;i<6;i++) id_array[i] = iq_array[i] = 0.0; 
h_id[O) = h_id[1] = h_iq[O] = h_iq[1] = 0.0; 
h_tog = 0; } r init_sensors */ 
void read_sensors(void) 
r 
Sensor output routine. 
Called once each frame by 'real.asm'. 
See C3x Software User Guide for details. 
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*I 
*I 
{ 
double dx, dy, *speedptr, fx, fy; 
int ix, i; 
dx = vd*sx - vq*sy; 
dy = vd*sy + vq*sx; 
/* rotation *I 
vd = dx; 
vq = dy; 
/* here rotate vo~ages rather than currents *I 
id_array[index] = id; 
iq_array[index] = iq; 
for (i=O, dx = dy = 0.0, ix = index;i<6;i++) 
{ 
} 
dx += filter[i]*id_array[ix]; 
dy += fi~er[i]*iq_array[ix]; 
if (--ix < 0) ix += 6; 
if (++index>= 6) index-= 6; 
fx = h_id[h_tog]; 
fy = h_iq[h_tog]; 
h_id[h_tog] = dx; 
h_iq[h_tog++] = dy; 
h_tog &= Ox1 ; 
id = 0.5*(fx + h_id[h_tog]); 
iq = 0.5*(fy + h_iq[h_tog]); 
speedptr =get_ speed(); 
speed = *speedptr; 
accel = *(speedptr + 1 ); 
rotor_angle = *(speedptr +2); 
/* 2 frames ago *I 
/* rotor speed ( rad/sec) *I 
/* rotor acceleration ( rad/secA2) *I 
/* rotor angle (rad) *I 
/* rotor_angle limited to+- PI *I 
rotor_revolutions = *(speedptr +3); I* number of revolutions *I 
} r read_sensors *I 
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*I 
B.2 Verghese-Sanders Flux Observer: vs_obsvr.c 
#include •vs_obsvr.h• 
#include <imp_inc.h> 
#include •clc.h• 
r Backward Euler version ... *I 
static double vs_kl vs_k21 vs_kil vs_a2, vs_a31 vs_states[2]~ 
vs_c1 I vs_c21 vs_c1 il vs_d1 I vs_d2; 
static double flux[2]; 
canst double h = FRAME_ TIME; 
void init_vs_obsvr(void) 
r Verghese-Sanders Flux Observer Initialization */ 
{ 
int ilj; 
vs_k = 0.6*Lr/M; /* Observer constant in units of Lr!M */ 
vs_ki = Lr/(Lr-vs_k*M); 
vs_k2 = vs_k*Lr/M; 
vs_a2 = Sigma_Ls*vs_k; 
vs_a3 = M*lnvTauR + vs_k*Rs; 
vs_states[O] = vs_states[1] = 0.0; 
flux[O] = 0.05; /* initial conditions */ 
flux[1] = 0.0; 
vs_c1 = vs_ki*h*lnvTauR; 
vs_c2 = vs_ki*h; 
vs_c1i = 1/(1+vs_c1); 
vs_d1 = 1 + vs_c1; 
vs_d2 = vs_d1 *vs_d1; 
} r init_vs_obsvr */ 
double *vs_obsvr(void) 
/* Verghese-Sanders Flux Observer. 
{ 
double t1 I t21 f1 I f21 zdl zql c2; 
zd = vs_states[O]; 
zq = vs_states[1 ]; 
t1 = vs_ki*vs_a2*id; 
t2 = vs_ki*vs_a2*iq; 
*I 
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} 
f1 = h*(-lnvTauR*t1 - speed*t2 + vs_a3*id- vs_k*vd); 
f2 = h*( speed*t1 - lnvTauR*t2 + vs_a3*iq- vs_k*vq); 
c2 = vs_c2*speed; 
t2 = (c2*(zd + f1) + vs_d1 *(zq + f2))/(c2*c2 + vs_d2); 
t1 = (zd + f1 - c2*t2)*vs_c1 i; 
vs_states[O] = t1 ; 
vs_states[1] = t2; 
r convert to actual rotor fluxes *I 
flux[01 = vs_ki*(vs_states[O] + vs_a2*id); 
flux[1 1 = vs_ki*(vs_states[1 1 + vs_a2*iq); 
return( flux); 
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B.3 Scalar Speed Control: vpf_tst3.c 
I* vpf_tst3.c 
A volts/hertz program. 
NOTE: high slip limits are intended for transient response only. 
must determine other method for finding good slip limits 
regarding transient vs. steady-state operation. 
Uses 'new & improved' software interface. Gal, 7111/94) 
Also uses flux sensor for diagnostic purposes. *I 
/**** Global System Declarations #include •;mp_inc.h• 
#include •clc.h· 
#include <math.h> 
#include <vs_obsvr.h> 
#include •utils.h• 
/**** Control Law Constants ****I 
/**** Math Library for Trig Functions ****I 
/* flux observer *I 
#define MAX_SLIP 20 
#define MAX_SLIPP 20 
#define MAX_SLIPI 20 
#define K_ TORQ 0.2 
#define K2_ TORQ 2e-3 
#define Kp 
#define Ki 
0.5 
1 
/* 
/*** 
double 
runs numbered 0: 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
Global Variables ****I 
slip_est = o.o, 
slip_int = 0.0, 
slip_p = 0.0, 
/* Proportional Gain *I 
/* Integral Gain *I 
(Kp, Ki) = (1, 1 e-3) 
= (1, 1e-2) 
= (0.1' 1) 
= (0.5, 0.1) 
= (5,0.1) 
= (0.5,1) 
= (0.5,5) 
= (1,5) *I 
/* Estimated Rotor Slip Frequency *I 
/* Integrated Speed Error *I 
****I 
Vs_mag = 0.0, 
rho= 0.0, 
/*Stator Voltage Magnitude *I 
/* Stator Voltage Angle *I 
rated_ flux = RATED _FLUX, 
old_dsdt = 0.0, 
speedvec[64], 
electrical_speed = 0.0, 
load_torque = 0.0; 
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volatile unsigned *outvec =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600040), 
unsigned frame_count = 0, 
status= 0, 
speed_flag = 0; 
void cinit(void) { 
unsigned i; 
*wcomm =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600006), 
*time_elapsed =((volatile unsigned *)Ox808024); 
*(time_elapsed+4) = Oxffffffff; 
for (i=O;k64;i++) speedvec[i] = 0.0; 
t= 0.0; 
} I* cinit */ 
double get_espeed(void) 
I* Procedure calculates the current desired electrical speed */ 
{ 
double w_err = w_comm- speed; 
double dsdt; 
unsigned samedir; 
I* NOTE: need to vary slip limits for varying load torque *I 
samedir = ((slip_int*w_err) > 0); 
dsdt = Ki*w_err; 
slip_int += FRAME_TIME*0.5*(dsdt + old_dsdt); 
if ((fabs(w_err) > 30) && (samedir)) 
if (fabs(slip_int) > 5) 
if (slip_int > 0) slip_int = 5; 
else slip_int = -5; 
if (fabs(slip_int) > MAX_SLIPI) 
if (slip_int > 0) slip_int = MAX_SLIPI; 
else slip_int = -MAX_SLIPI; 
old_dsdt = dsdt; 
slip_p = Kp*w_err; 
if (fabs(slip_p) > MAX_SLIPP) 
{ 
} 
if (slip_p > 0) slip_p = MAX_SLIPP; 
else slip_p = -MAX_SLIPP; 
status I= Ox40; 
slip_est = slip_p + slip_int; 
if (fabs(slip_est) > MAX_SLIP) 
{ 
if (slip_est > 0.0) slip_est = MAX_SLIP; 
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else slip_est = -MAX_SLIP; 
status I= Ox80; 
} 
retum(np*speed + slip_est); 
} /* get_espeed */ 
void add_to_vector(double x, double *vector, unsigned vecsize) 
{ 
inti; 
for (i=(vecsize-1 );i>O;i--) *(vector + i) = *(vector + i-1 ); 
*(vector) = x; 
} /* add_to_vector */ 
double wref( double t) 
{ 
double tau, *p, val; 
static double oldval; 
extern double load_torque; 
unsigned u; 
tau = (t - 5.0); 
if (tau< 0) 
retum(oldval = 0.0); 
else 
{ 
speed _flag= 1; 
p = test_refs2(tau); 
load_ torque = *(p+ 1 ); 
val= *p; 
I* Note: 
foe works for roughly 60 rad/sec with a 0.2 sec 
time constant. Thus, foe works for a derivative of 
300 rad/sec"2 which corresponds to 
(300 rad/sec"2)(2.56e-4 sec/frame) 
which roughly equals 7.5e-2 rad/(sec frame). */ 
if (fabs(val - oldval) > 7.5e-2) 
} 
if (val > oldval) 
else 
oldval = val; 
retum(val); 
} r wref */ 
void cntrl(void) 
{ 
val= oldval + 7.5e-2; 
val= oldval- 7.5e-2; 
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double r, theta, imag, vmag, fmag, w_ref, w, *flux; 
unsigned u; 
unsigned dummy, torq_sig; 
add_to_vector(speed, speedvec, 64); 
w_comm = wref(t+4.0); 
if (t > 0.1) 
{ 
electrical_speed = get_espeed(); 
/* primitive speed vector *I 
Vs_mag = fabs(electrical_speed)*rated_flux + V _SWITCH; 
r add some torque for starting conditions *I 
/* if (fabs(speed) < 10) Vs_mag *= 1.5; */ 
rho += FRAME_ TIME*electrical_speed; 
} 
else 
{ 
} 
Vs_mag = 8.0; 
rho= 0.0; 
while (fabs(rho)>PI) 
if (rho> 0) rho-= TWO_PI; 
else rho+= TWO_PI; 
/* vds = Vs_mag*cos(rho) + id*Rs; 
vqs = Vs_mag*cos(rho-PI2) + iq*Rs; */ 
if (Vs_mag > V _MAX) 
if (Vs_mag < 8.0) 
vds = Vs_mag*cos(rho); 
Vs_mag = V _MAX; 
Vs_mag = 8.0; 
vqs = Vs_mag*cos(rho - Pl2); 
t += FRAME_ TIME; 
*outvec =(volatile unsigned)(speedvec[21]*W_OUT_SCALE); 
*(outvec+ 1) = (volatile unsigned)(speedvec[42]*W_OUT _SCALE); 
*(outvec+2) =(volatile unsigned)(*time_elapsed); 
*(outvec+3) =(volatile unsigned)(w_comm*W_OUT_SCALE); 
• ( outvec+4) = ((volatile unsigned)( speedvec[2]*W _OUT_ SCALE)); 
*(outvec+5) = (volatile unsigned)(torq_signal(load_torque)); 
frame_count++; 
} I* cntrl *I 
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B.4 FOC Speed Control: focn3t.c 
#include "imp_inc.h" I* Global System Declarations *I 
#include <math.h> 
#include "vs_obsvr.h" /* Verghese-Sanders Flux Observer */ 
#include "clc.h" 
#include <utils.h> 
#define N_STATES 
/* for calibration and speed reference 
calculation *I 
2 
double f_states[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0}, 
dfdt[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0}, /*vector for xt,xw,xy (in that order) */ 
kq1 = 261.5252, 
kq2 = 1.1888e4, 
kq3 = 549.3503, 
kq4 = 0.0, 
kd1 = 1e4, 
kd2 = 2e4, 
kvqo = 0.0, 
kvdo = 0.0, 
A1, 
A1j, 
aa1, 
AS, 
A4, 
old_f_states[N_ST ATES] = {0.0, 0.0}, 
old_dfdt[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0}, 
flref = RATED_FLUX, 
old_uq = 0.0, 
old_ud = 0.0, 
fluxmag, 
foc_id = 0.0, 
foc_iq = 0.0, 
load_torque = 0.0; 
volatile unsigned *dircom =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600007), 
*time_elapsed =(volatile unsigned *)Ox808024, 
*outvec =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600040); 
unsigned frame_count = 0, speed_flag = 0; 
void cinit(void) 
{ 
/*To avoid confusion, we have two "Sigmas•: 
Sigma = 1 - MA2/(Ls*Lr) , a unttless parameter 
and Sigma_Ls = Sigma*Ls 
***** Be extremely careful which value you use ..... 
aa1 = np*M/Lr; 
A1j = 1.5*aa1; 
, the "leakage inductance• 
*********/ 
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A1 = A1j I J; 
AS= M*lnvTauR; 
A4 = np*M/(Sigma_Ls*Lr); 
/* kvdo = Rs/(M*Sigma_Ls); 
kvqo = 2*(M*M*Rr + Lr*Lr*Rs)((3*M*Lr*np*Sigma_Ls); */ 
*(time_elapsed+4) = Oxffffffff; 
init_vs_obsvr(); 
} /* cinit */ 
double wref( double t) 
{ 
double tau, *p, val; 
static double oldval; 
extern double load_torque; 
unsigned u; 
tau = (t - 1.0); 
if (tau< 0) 
return(oldval = 0.0); 
else 
{ 
speed _flag= 1; 
p = test_refs2(tau); 
load_torque = *(p+ 1 ); 
val= *p; 
/*Note: 
foe works for roughly 60 radlsec with a 0.2 sec 
time constant. Thus, foe works for a derivative of 
300 rad/secA2 which corresponds to 
(300 rad/secA2)(2.56e-4 sec/frame) 
which roughly equals 7.5e-2 rad/(sec frame). *I 
if (fabs(val - oldval) > 3e-2) 
} 
if (val > oldval) 
else 
oldval = val; 
return(val) ; 
} r wref *I 
val = oldval + 3e-2; 
val = oldval - 3e-2; 
int saturate( double *x, double abs_limit) 
/* a saturation routine. 
{ 
returns 1 if saturated positive, -1 if negative, 0 if ok. 
changes *x. 
int retval = 0; 
*I 
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double limval; 
limval = fabs(abs_limit); 
if (fabs(*x) > limval) 
{ 
if (*x > 0.0) retval = 1; 
else retval = -1 ; 
*x = limval*retval; 
} 
retum(retval); 
} r saturate *I 
void cntrl(void) 
{ 
double uspeed, uflux, w, fluxmagi, wflux, ud, uq, ulim, 
u_auxy, fd, fq, maxv, *p, cp, sp, dq, dd; 
inti; 
/* Attempt to remove de sensor error *I 
if (calibrate()) 
{ 
for {i=O;i<5;i++) *(outvec+i) = 0; 
/* modify output so that it is still visible from PC but 
does not affect de motor... *I 
*(outvec+5) = 2107 + (((frame_count++) >> 6) & Ox1); 
return; 
p = vs_obsvr(); 
fd = *p; 
fq = *(p+1); 
if ( (fluxmag = sqrt(fd*fd + fq*fq)) < 1 e-6) fluxmag = 1 e-6; 
fluxmagi = 1 lfluxmag; 
cp = fd*fluxmagi; 
sp = fq*fluxmagi; 
if (speed_ flag = 1) I* decouple explicitly *I 
fluxmag = flref; 
else 
fluxmag = fabs(M*id); 
fluxmagi = 1/fluxmag; 
for (i=O;i<N_STATES;i++) 
{ 
old_dfdt[i] = dfdt[i]; 
old_f_states[i] = f_states[i]; 
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/* 
r Controller states: compute and integrate *I 
r Find reference speed *I 
if (t < 0.05) 
w = load_torque = 0.0; 
else 
w = wref(t); 
dfdt[O] = kd2*(flref- fluxmag); 
dfdt[1] = kq2*(w - speed); 
for (i=O;i<N_STATES;i++) 
f_states[i] += 128e-6*(old_dfdt[i] + dfdt[i]); 
r Now make the transition to FOC variables *I 
foc_id = id*cp + iq*sp; /* note: orthogonal transformation *I 
foc_iq = -id*sp + iq*cp; 
r Find control input variables (in FOC variables) *I 
uflux = kd1 *(flref- fluxmag) + f_states[O]; 
uspeed = kq1 *(w - speed) + f_states[1] - kq3*foc_iq; 
ud = Sigma_Ls*(uflux - foc_iq*(AB*foc_iq*fluxmagi + np*speed)); 
dd = ud - old_ud; 
if (fabs(dd) > 0.1) 
if (dd < 0.0) ud = old_ud- 0.1; 
else ud = old_ud + 0.1; 
saturate(&ud, 30.0); 
I* slope limit *I 
I* limit for charging *I 
Note: the limit for ud has to be selected carefully. The combination 
of the max derivative of ud and the max absolute value of ud could 
possibly send the de source to its current limit... 
old_ud = ud; 
r limiting voltage *I 
r change so that flux is limited ... *I 
ulim = sqrt(V _MAX*V _MAX - ud*ud); 
u_auxy = A8*foc_id*foc_iq*fluxmagi + np*speed*foc_id + A4*speed*fluxmag; 
if (speed_flag = 0) 
{ 
} 
else 
uq = sp = 0.0; 
cp = 1.0; 
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*I 
uq = Sigma_Ls*(uspeed + u_auxy); 
if (fabs(uq) > ulim) 
{ 
if (uq > 0.0) 
else 
uq = ulim; 
r if (saturate(&uq, ulim)) 
{ 
} 
f_states[1 1 = old_f_states[1 1; 
dfdt[1 1 = 0.0; 
dq = uq - old_uq; 
uq = -ulim; 
*I 
r slope limit*/ 
if (fabs(dq) > 0.1) r roughly 100Hz limit*/ 
if (dq < 0.0) uq = old_uq - 0.1; 
else uq = old_uq + 0.1; 
old_uq = uq; 
r Convert FOC inputs ud and uq back to stator voltages *I 
vds = ud*cp - uq*sp; 
vqs = ud*sp + uq*cp; 
t += FRAME_ TIME; 
*(outvec) =((volatile unsigned) (ud*V_OUT_SCALE)); 
*(outvec+ 1) = ((volatile unsigned) (uq*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+2) = ((volatile unsigned) *time_elapsed); 
*(outvec+3) =((volatile unsigned) (w*W_OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+4) =((volatile unsigned) (speed*W_OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+5) = ((volatile unsigned) (torq_signal(load_torque))); 
} /* cntrl */ 
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B.5 Indirect FOC Position Control: focn3ip.c 
/* focn3ip.c 
Position control. 
Same as focn3p.c except that this law uses a flux estimator... *I 
#include 'imp_inc.h' 
#include <math.h> 
#include 'clc.h' 
#include <utils.h> 
/*Global System Declarations 
I* for calibration and speed reference 
calculation *I 
r This version of the position controller has poles p1 - p4 *I 
#define N_STATES 3 
r posOx: 40, 30, 30, 20 using a/fix rather than a*flx 
pos1x: 50, 40,40, 30 
NOTE that the gains for the first two sets of runs were calculated 
incorrectly. 
pos2x: 50,40,40, 30 using corrected calculation *I 
#define POLE 1 50 
#define POLE2 40 
#define POLE3 40 
#define POLE4 30 
double f_states[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0, 0.0}, 
dfdt[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0, 0.0}, 
kq1, 
kq2, 
kq3, 
kq4, 
kd1 = 1e4, 
kd2 = 2e4, 
kvqo = 0.0, 
kvdo = 0.0, 
A1, 
A1j, 
aa1, 
AS, 
A4, 
old_f_states[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0, 0.0}, 
old_dfdt[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0, 0.0}, 
flref = RATED _FLUX, 
old_uq = 0.0, 
old_ud = 0.0, 
fluxmag, 
foc_id = o.o, 
r Ktp *I 
/* Kti *I 
/* Cp *I 
/* Ci *I 
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*I 
foc_iq = 0.0, 
load_torque = 0.0, 
k_iq, 
rho _flux = 0.0; 
volatile unsigned *dircom =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600007), 
*time_elapsed =(volatile unsigned *)Ox808024, 
*outvec =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600040); 
unsigned frame_count = 0, rotor_pos_flag = 0; 
void cinit(void) 
{ 
double adum; 
/*To avoid confusion, we have two 'Sigmas·: 
Sigma = 1 - MA2/(Ls*Lr) , a unitless parameter 
and Sigma_Ls = Sigma*Ls 
..... Be extremely careful which value you use ..... 
J = 0.0016; 
aa1 = np*M/Lr; 
A1j = 1.5*aa1; 
A1 = A1j I J; 
AS= M*lnvTauR; 
A4 = np*M/(Sigma_Ls*Lr); 
/* kvdo = Rsi(M*Sigma_Ls); 
, the 'leakage inductance• 
*********/ 
kvqo = 2*(M*M*Rr + Lr*Lr*Rs)/(3*M*Lr*np*Sigma_Ls); */ 
adum = 1/(RATED_FLUX*A1); 
kq1 = adum*(POLE1 *POLE2*(POLE3 + POLE4) + POLE3*POLE4*(POLE1 + POLE2)); 
kq2 = adum*(POLE1*POLE2*POLE3*POLE4); 
kq3 = POLE1 + POLE2 + POLE3 + POLE4 - Gamma; 
kq4 = POLE1 *POLE2 + POLE3*POLE4 + (POLE1 + POLE2)*(POLE3+POLE4); 
*(time_elapsed+4) = Oxffffffff; 
k_iq = M*Rr/(Lr*RATED_FLUX); } r cinit */ 
double theta_ref(double t) 
{ 
double tau, *p, val; 
static double oldval; 
extern double load_torque; 
unsigned u; 
tau = (t - 5.0); 
if (tau < 0) 
return(oldval = 0.0); 
else 
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rotor_pos_flag = 1; 
if ( ((u = *(dircom-1)) >> 11) == 0) 
{ 
I* reverse *I 
if ( (((int)(0.1 *tau))&Ox1) == 0) 
else 
val= Pl2; 
} 
else 
{ 
while (tau > 30.0) tau -= 30.0; 
val = Pl2*(1.0 + cos(2.5*tau*tau - Pl2)); 
} 
if (*dircom = 0) 
if (((int)(Ox2*tau)&Ox1) == 0) 
load_torque = 2.0; 
else 
load_torque = 0.0; 
else 
load_torque = 2.0*cos(2.5*tau*tau - Pl2); 
retum(val); 
} r theta_ref *I 
int saturate( double *x, double abs_limit) 
r a saturation routine. 
{ 
returns 1 if saturated positive, -1 if negative, 0 if ok. 
changes *x. 
int retval = 0; 
double limval; 
limval = fabs(abs_limit); 
if (fabs(*x) > limval) 
{ 
if (*x > 0.0) retval = 1; 
else retval = -1 ; 
*x = limval*retval; 
} 
retum(retval); 
} I* saturate *I 
void cntrl(void) 
{ 
double uspeed, uflux, pos_ref, fluxmagi, ud, uq, ulim, 
val= -PI2; 
u_auxy, fd, fq, maxv, *p, cp, sp, dq, dd, rotor_pos, wflux; 
inti; 
r Attempt to remove de sensor error *I 
*I 
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if (calibrate()) 
{ 
for (i=O;i<S;i++) *(outvec+i) = 0; 
/* modify output so that it is still visible from PC but 
does not affect de motor... *I 
*(outvec+5) = 2107 + (((frame_count++) >> 6) & Ox1); 
return; 
wflux = k_iq*foc_iq + np*speed; 
rho_flux += wflux*FRAME_ TIME; 
while (fabs(rho_flux) > PI) 
if (rho_flux > 0.0) rho_flux -= TWO_PI; 
else rho_flux += TWO_PI; 
if (rotor_pos_flag == 0) 
{ 
} 
else 
{ 
} 
cp = 1.0; 
sp = wflux =rho _flux= speed= rotor_pos = 0.0; 
fluxmag = M*sqrt(id*id + iq*iq); 
set_initial_position(O.O); /* reset to zero *I 
cp =cos( rho _flux); 
sp = cos(rho_flux- Pl2); /* keep variables in check *I 
fluxmag = flref; 
I* Now make the transition to FOC variables *I 
foc_id = id*cp + iq*sp; /* note: orthogonal transformation *I 
foc_iq = -id*sp + iq*cp; 
fluxmagi = 1 lfluxmag; 
for (i=O;i<N_STATES;i++) 
{ 
old_dfdt[i] = dfdt[i]; 
old_f_states[i] = f_states[i]; 
} 
/* Controller states: compute and integrate *I 
/*Calculate current position *I 
rotor_pos = TWO_PI*rotor_revolutions + rotor_angle; 
/* Find reference position *I 
if (t < 1.0) 
pos_ref = load_torque = 0.0; 
else 
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/* 
pos_ref = theta_ref(t); 
dfdt[O] = kd2*(flref - fluxmag); 
if (rotor_pos_flag == 1) 
{ 
dfdt[1] = kq2*(pos_ref- rotor_pos); 
dfdt[2] = kq4*foc_iq; I* iq_ref = 0 *I 
} 
else 
dfdt[1] = dfdt[2] = 0.0; 
for (i=O;i<N_STATES;i++) 
f_states[i] += 128e-6*(old_dfdt[i] + dfdt[i]); 
/* Find control input variables (in FOC variables) */ 
uflux = kd1 *(flref - fluxmag) + f_states[O]; 
uspeed = kq1 *(pos_ref- rotor_pos) + f_states[1] 
- kq3*foc_iq - f_states[2]; /* iq_ref == 0 *I 
ud = Sigma_Ls*(uflux- foc_iq*(AB*foc_iq*fluxmagi + np*speed)); 
dd = ud - old_ud; 
if (fabs(dd) > 0.1) 
if (dd < 0.0) ud = old_ud - 0.1; 
else ud = old_ud + 0.1; 
saturate(&ud, 30.0); 
/* slope limit */ 
/* limit for charging *I 
Note: the limit for ud has to be selected carefully. The combination 
of the max derivative of ud and the max absolute value of ud could 
possibly send the de source to its current limit... 
old_ud = ud; 
/* limiting voltage *I 
I* change so that flux is limited ... *I 
ulim = sqrt(V _MAX*V _MAX - ud*ud); 
u_auxy = AB*foc_id*foc_iq*fluxmagi + np*speed*foc_id + A4*speed*fluxmag; 
if (rotor_pos_flag = 0) 
{ 
} 
else 
uq = sp = 0.0; 
cp = 1.0; 
uq = Sigma_Ls*(uspeed + u_auxy); 
if (fabs(uq) > ulim) 
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*I 
{ 
} 
if (uq > 0.0) uq = ulim; 
else uq = -ulim; 
f_states[1] = old_f_states[1 ]; 
f_states[2] = old_f_states[2]; 
dfdt[1] = dfdt[2] = 0.0; 
dq = uq - old_uq; I* slope limit *I 
if (fabs( dq) > 1.0) /* roughly 100 Hz limit *I 
if (dq < 0.0) uq = old_uq - 1.0; 
else uq = old_uq + 1.0; 
old_uq = uq; 
I* Convert FOC inputs ud and uq back to stator voltages *I 
vds = ud*cp - uq*sp; 
vqs = ud*sp + uq*cp; 
t += FRAME_ TIME; 
/* *(outvec) = ((volatile unsigned) (foc_id*I_OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+ 1) = ((volatile unsigned) (foc_iq*I_OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec) =((volatile unsigned) (Sigma_Ls*f_states[1]*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+ 1) = ((volatile unsigned) (Sigma_Ls*f_states[2]*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*I 
I* *(outvec+2) =((volatile unsigned) (pos_ref*10*W_OUT_SCALE)); *I 
*( outvec+2) = ((volatile unsigned) (foc_iq*l_ OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+3) =((volatile unsigned) (rotor_pos*10*W_OUT _SCALE)); 
/* *(outvec+4) = ((volatile unsigned) (speed*W_OUT _SCALE)); *I 
if (*dircom = 0) 
*(outvec+4) = ((volatile unsigned) (Sigma_Ls*uspeed*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
else 
*(outvec+4) = ((volatile unsigned) (Sigma_Ls*u_auxy*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+S) = ((volatile unsigned) (torq_signal(load_torque))); 
} /* cntrl *I 
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B.6 Feedback Linearization Control: fblinlt.c 
/* fblin1.c 
Feedback Linearization Testing Program. 
But for wref(t), identical to fblin1.c. 
Seems to work fine up to around 750 RPM. 
Locker 
#include •imp_inc.h• 
#include <math.h> 
#include •vs_obsvr.h• 
#include •clc.h• 
#include <utils.h> 
/* Global System Declarations *I 
/* Verghese-Sanders Flux Observer *I 
r for calibration and speed reference 
calculation *I 
double flref = RATED_FLUX, 
fluxmag = 0.0, 
load_torque = 0.0, 
c1 , c2, c3, Beta, 
kflx, kspd, kflxi, kspdi, 
fb1 = 0.0, 
old_fb1 = 0.0, 
fb2 = 0.0, 
old_fb2 = 0.0, 
fb3 = 0.0, 
kd1 = 1e4, 
kd2 = 1e4, 
kq1 = 1e3, 
kq2 = 1e4, 
fluxmagi = 1 e6, 
Vs_mag, 
flux_err = 0.0, 
uspeed = 0.0, 
uflux = 0.0; 
/* control state #1 (flux) *I 
I* control state #2 (speed) *I 
/* control state #3 *I 
volatile unsigned *dir_com =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600007), 
*time_elapsed =((volatile unsigned *)Ox808024), 
*outvec =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600040); 
unsigned frame_count = 0, 
speed_flag = 0; 
void cinit(void) 
{ 
r To avoid confusion, we have two ·sigmas•: 
Sigma = 1 - MA2/(Ls*Lr) 
and Sigma_Ls = Sigma*Ls 
-***Be extremely careful which value you use ..... 
, a unitless parameter 
, the •leakage inductance• 
*********I 
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*I 
Beta = MI(Sigma_Ls*Lr); 
c1 =21M; 
c2 = 0.25*c1; 
c3 = 2*J*Lr I (3*np*M); 
kflx = Sigma_Ls*c2*TauR I RATED_FLUX; 
kflxi = 1/kflx; 
kspd = Sigma_Ls*c3 I RATED_FLUX; 
kspdi = 1/kspd; 
*(time_elapsed+4) = Oxftffffff; 
init_vs_obsvr(); 
} /* cinit *I 
double get_flux_command(void) 
{ 
double x; 
extern double flref, fluxmag, fb1, kd1 , kd2; 
x = flref - fluxmag; 
old_fb1 = fb1; 
fb1 += x*FRAME_ TIME; 
return(kd1 *x + kd2*fb1 ); 
} /* get_flux_command *I 
double get_speed_command(double w_err) 
{ 
extern double fb2, kq1 , kq2; 
fb2 += w_err*FRAME_ TIME; 
return(kq1 *w_err + kq2*fb2); 
} /* get_speed_command */ 
double wref( double t) 
{ 
double tau, *p, val; 
static double mult, retval, oldval; 
extern double load_torque; 
/* 
tau = (t - 5.0); 
if (tau< 0) 
return(oldval = 0.0); 
else 
{ 
speed_ flag = 1 ; 
load_torque = 2e-4*speed*speed; 
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/* fan load *I 
r val = w_comm; 
p = test_refs2(tau); 
load_torque = *(p+ 1 ); 
val= *p; 
r Note: 
*I 
foe works for roughly 60 rad/sec with a 0.2 sec 
time constant. Thus, foe works for a derivative of 
300 rad/secA2 which corresponds to 
(300 rad/sec"2)(2.56e-4 sec/frame) 
which roughly equals 7.5e-2 rad/(sec frame). *I 
if (fabs(val - oldval) > 3e-2) 
} 
if (val > oldval) 
else 
oldval =val; 
return(val); 
} r wref */ 
val = oldval + 3e-2; 
val= oldval- 3e-2; 
int saturate( double *x, double abs_limit) 
r a saturation routine. 
{ 
returns 1 if saturated positive, -1 if negative, 0 if ok. 
changes *x. 
int retval = 0; 
double limval; 
limval = fabs(abs_limit); 
if (fabs(*x) > limval) 
{ 
if (*x > 0.0) retval = 1; 
else retval = -1 ; 
*x = limval*retval; 
} 
retum(retval); 
} r saturate */ 
void cntrl(void) 
{ 
*I 
double fd, fq, *p, cp, sp, V _ratio, lmag2, ud, uq, w, old_uspeed, old_uflux, 
dum; 
inti; 
r Attempt to remove de sensor error *I 
if (calibrate()) 
{ 
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for (i=O;i<S;i++) *(outvec+i) = 0; 
r modify output so that it is still visible from PC but 
does not affect de motor... *I 
*(outvec+5) = 2107 + (((frame_count++) >> 6) & Ox1); 
return; 
if (speed_flag == 0) 
{ I* align with d axis explicitly *I 
} 
else 
{ 
fd = fluxmag = M*id; 
fq = iq = 0; 
p = vs_obsvr(); 
fd = *p; 
fq=*(p+1); 
if ( (fluxmag = sqrt(fd*fd + fq*fq)) < 1 e-6) fluxmag = 1 e-6; 
} 
fluxmagi = 1 /fluxmag; 
cp = fd*fluxmagi; 
sp = fq*fluxmagi; 
r calculate uflux, uspeed here. 
NOTE: This version of the program explicitly decouples the 
flux and torque loops. This decoupling is not necessary 
in theory, but is used in order to get the physical system 
to work. Thus, this version of feedback linearization can 
not change both simultaneously as it should. */ 
if (speed_flag == 0) 
{ 
old_uflux = uflux; 
uflux = get_flux_command(); 
if (saturate(&uflux, 1 O*kflxi)) fb1 = old_fb1; 
dum = kflx*(uflux- old_uflux); 
if (fabs(dum) > 1e-1) 
{ 
if ((dum)> 0) dum= 1e-1; 
else dum= -1e-1; 
uflux = kflxi*dum + old_uflux; 
} 
old_uspeed = uspeed; 
w = wref(t); 
if (speed_flag=1) 
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uspeed = get_speed_command(w- speed); /*actually an acceleration *I 
else 
uspeed = 0.0; 
if (saturate(&uspeed, SO*kspdi)) fb2 = old_fb2; 
dum= kspd*(uspeed- old_uspeed); 
if (saturate(&dum, 1.0e-1)) uspeed = kspdi*dum + old_uspeed; 
lmag2 = id*id + iq*iq; 
flux_ err= 2*(fd*id + fq*iq) - M*lmag2; r changed Gal) *I 
vds = Sigma_Ls*( -speed*iq + fluxmagi*(c2*TauR*cp*uflux- c3*sp*uspeed) + 
lnvTauR*(id - c1 *fd + cp*fluxmagi*flux_err) + 
Beta*(lnvTauR*(M*id - fd) - speed*fq)) + id*Rs; 
vqs = Sigma_Ls*( speed*id + fluxmagi*(c2*TauR*sp*uflux + c3*cp*uspeed) + 
lnvTauR*(iq - c1 *fq + sp*fluxmagi*flux_err) + 
Beta*(lnvTauR*(M*iq- fq) + speed*fd)) + iq*Rs; 
/* testing *I 
vds -= id*Rs; 
vqs -= iq*Rs; 
while ((Vs_mag = sqrt(vds*vds + vqs*vqs)) > V _MAX) 
{ 
V _ratio = (V _MAX-0.1) I Vs_mag; 
vds *= V _ratio; 
vqs *= V _ratio; 
r Calculate FOC voltages for comparison *I 
ud = vds*cp + vqs*sp; 
uq = vqs*cp - vds*sp; 
if (*dir_com = 0) 
{ 
/* *(outvec) =((volatile unsigned) (ud*V _OUT _SCALE)); *I 
} 
else 
{ 
*(outvec) =((volatile unsigned) (Vs_mag*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+ 1) = ((volatile unsigned) (uq*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec) = ((volatile unsigned) (kflx*uflux*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+ 1) = ((volatile unsigned) (kspd*uspeed*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
} 
*(outvec+2) =((volatile unsigned) *time_elapsed); 
*(outvec+3) =((volatile unsigned) (w*W_OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+4) =((volatile unsigned) (speed*W_OUT_SCALE)); 
*(outvec+5) = ((volatile unsigned) (torq_signal(load_torque))); 
r *(outvec+5) = ((volatile unsigned) frame_count++); *I 
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r *(outvec+S) =((volatile unsigned) (ftmcmag*10ew_OUT_SCALE)); */ 
t += FRAME_ TIME; 
1 r cntr1 ., 
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B. 7 FOC Position Control: focn3p.c 
#include •imp_inc.h• I* Global System Declarations *I 
#include <math.h> 
#include •vs_obsvr.h• 
#include •clc.h• 
#include <utils.h> 
I* Verghese-Sanders Flux Observer *I 
r tor calibration and speed reference 
calculation *I 
r This version of the position controller has poles p 1 - p4 *I 
#define N_STATES 2 
r posOx: 40, 30, 30, 20 using a/fix rather than a*flx 
pos1x: 50, 40,40, 30 
NOTE that the gains for the first two sets of runs were calculated 
incorrectly. 
Also, changed nature of control after first two sets of runs. 
Now using speed feedback rather than integral control of foc_iq. 
In addition, implemented limits on control states ... 
pos2x: 200,200,30,20 
#define POLE 1 50 
#define POLE2 1 0 
#define POLE3 1 0 
#define POLE4 1 0 
double f_states[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0}, 
old_f_states[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0}, 
dfdt[N_STATES] = {0.0, 0.0}, 
f_states_limit[N_STATES], 
kq1, 
kq2, 
kq3, 
kq4, 
kd1 = 1e4, 
kd2 = 2e4, 
kvqo = 0.0, 
kvdo = 0.0, 
A1, 
A1j, 
aa1, 
AS, 
A4, 
flref = RATED _FLUX, 
old_uq = 0.0, 
old_ud = 0.0, 
/* Ktp *I 
r Kti *I 
I* Cp *I 
r Ci *I 
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*I 
fluxmag, 
foc_id = 0.0, 
foc_iq = 0.0, 
load_torque = 0.0; 
volatile unsigned *dircom =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600007), 
*time_elapsed =(volatile unsigned *)Ox808024, 
*outvec =((volatile unsigned *)Ox600040); 
unsigned frame_count = 0, rotor_pos_flag = 0; 
void cinit(void) 
{ 
double adum, xpole; 
I* To avoid confusion, we have two ·sigmas•: 
Sigma = 1 - M'\2/(Ls*Lr) , a unitless parameter 
and Sigma_Ls = Sigma*Ls , the •leakage inductance• 
***** Be extremely careful which value you use ..... *********/ 
J = 0.04; 
r J = o.oo1s; ·; 
a a 1 = np *M/Lr; 
A1j = 1.5*aa1 ; 
A1 =A1j / J; 
AB = M*lnvTauR; 
A4 = np*M/(Sigma_Ls*Lr); 
I* kvdo = Rs/(M*Sigma_Ls); 
kvqo = 2*(M*M*Rr + Lr*Lr*Rs)/(3*M*Lr*np*Sigma_Ls); */ 
adum = 1/(RATED_FLUX*A1); 
I* kq1 = adum*(POLE1 *POLE2*(POLE3 + POLE4) + POLE3*POLE4*(POLE1 + POLE2)); 
kq2 = adum*(POLE1 *POLE2*POLE3*POLE4); 
kq3 = POLE1 + POLE2 + POLE3 + POLE4- Gamma; 
kq4 = adum*(POLE1 *POLE2 + POLE3*POLE4 + (POLE1 + POLE2)*(POLE3+POLE4)); */ 
r Move to steady controller by limiting iq feedback. 
This causes the loss of a degree of freedom, though. 
Must ensure that selection of other poles does not cause instability. */ 
kq3 = 10; 
xpole = kq3 +Gamma- (POLE2 + POLE3 + POLE4); 
kq1 = adum*(xpole*POLE2*(POLE3 + POLE4) + POLE3*POLE4*(xpole + POLE2)); 
kq2 = adum*(xpole*POLE2*POLE3*POLE4); 
kq4 = adum*(xpole*POLE2 + POLE3*POLE4 + (xpole + POLE2)*(POLE3+POLE4)); 
*(time_elapsed+4) = Oxffffffff; 
init_vs_obsvr(); 
f_states_limit[O] = 1e10; /* ie no limit */ 
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f_states_limit[1] = V _MAX * lnvSigma_Ls; 
} I* cinit */ 
double theta_ref(double t) 
{ 
double tau, *p, val; 
static double oldval; 
extern double load_torque; 
unsigned u; 
tau = (t - 5.0); 
if (tau< 0) 
return(oldval = 0.0); 
else 
{ 
rotor_pos_flag = 1; 
if ( ((u = *(dircom-1)) >> 11) == 0) 
{ 
I* reverse *I 
if ( (((int)(0.1 *tau))&Ox1) == 0) 
else 
val= Pl2; 
} 
else 
{ 
while (tau > 30.0) tau -= 30.0; 
val = Pl2*(1.0 + cos(2.5*tau*tau - Pl2)); 
} 
if (*dircom == 0) 
if (((int)(Ox2*tau)&Ox1) == 0) 
load_torque = 2.0; 
else 
load_torque = 0.0; 
else 
load_torque = 2.0*cos(TWO_PI*5*tau); /*5Hz*/ 
return(val); 
} r theta_ref */ 
int saturate( double *x, double abs_limit) 
r a saturation routine. 
{ 
returns 1 if saturated posHive, -1 if negative, 0 if ok. 
changes *x. 
int retval = 0; 
double limval; 
limval = fabs(abs_limit) ; 
if (fabs(*x) > limval) 
{ 
val= -PI2; 
*I 
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if (*x > 0.0) retval = 1; 
else retval = -1 ; 
*x = limval*retval; 
} 
return(retval); 
} /* saturate *I 
void cntrl(void) 
{ 
double uspeed, uflux, pos_ref, fluxmagi, wflux, ud, uq, ulim, 
u_auxy, fd, fq, maxv, *p, cp, sp, dq, dd, rotor_pos, vmag, 
s1, s2, s3, s4; 
inti; 
/* Attempt to remove de sensor error *I 
if (calibrate()) 
{ 
for (i=O;i<S;i++) *(outvec+i) = 0; 
/* modify output so that it is still visible from PC but 
does not affect de motor... *I 
*(outvec+5) = 2107 + (((frame_count++) >> 6) & Ox1 ); 
return; 
/* Calculate current position *I 
rotor_pos = TWO_PI*rotor_revolutions + rotor_angle; 
p = vs_obsvr(); 
fd = *p; 
fq=*(p+1); 
if ((fluxmag = sqrt(fd*fd + fq*fq)) < 1 e-6) fluxmag = 1 e-6; 
fluxmagi = 11fluxmag; 
cp = fd*fluxmagi; 
sp = fq*fluxmagi; 
if (rotor_pos_flag = 1) /*decouple explicitly *I 
fluxmag = flref; 
else 
{ 
fluxmag = fabs(M*sqrt(id*id + iq*iq)); 
iq =speed= rotor_pos = sp = 0.0; /*need to prevent buildup *I 
cp = 1.0; 
set_initial_position(O.O); /* reset to zero */ 
} 
/* Now make the transition to FOG variables *I 
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foc_id = id*cp + iq*sp; 
foc_iq = -id*sp + iq*cp; 
I* note: orthogonal transformation *I 
fluxmagi = 11fluxmag; 
for (i=O;i<N_STATES;i++) 
{ 
old_f_states[i] = f_states[i]; 
} 
r Controller states: compute and integrate *I 
/* Find reference position *I 
ff (t < 1.0) 
pos_ref = load_ torque = 0.0; 
else 
pos_ref = theta_ref(t); 
dfdt[O] = kd2*(flref - fluxmag); 
if (rotor_pos_flag == 1) 
dfdt[ 1 ] = kq2* (pos _ref - rotor _pos); 
else 
dfdt[1] = 0.0; 
for (i=O;i<N_STATES;i++) 
{ 
f_states[i] += dfdt[i]*FRAME_ TIME; 
r saturate(&f_states[i], f_states_limit[i]); *I 
/* Find control input variables (in FOC variables) *I 
uflux = kd1 *(flref - fluxmag) + f_states[O]; 
r uspeed = kq1 *(pos_ref- rotor_pos) + f_states[1] 
- kq3*foc_iq- kq4*speed; 
s1 = kq1 *(pos_ref - rotor_pos); 
s2 = f_states[1 ]; 
s3 = -kq3*foc_iq; 
s4 = -kq4*speed; 
/* saturate(&s3, lnvSigma_Ls); *I 
uspeed = s1 + s2 + s3 + 54; 
/* iq_ref == 0 *I 
ff (uspeed > 0.0) 
else ff (uspeed < 0.0) 
uspeed += V _SWITCH*InvSigma_Ls; 
uspeed -= V _SWITCH*InvSigma_Ls; 
ud = Sigma_Ls*(uflux- foc_iq*(AB*foc_iq*fluxmagi + np*speed)); 
dd = ud - old_ud; 
if (fabs(dd) > 0.02) 
/* slope limit *I 
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r 
if (dd < 0.0) ud = old_ud- 0.02; 
else ud = old_ud + 0.02; 
saturate(&ud, 30.0); l* limit for charging *I 
Note: the limit for ud has to be selected carefully. The combination 
of the max derivative of ud and the max absolute value of ud could 
possibly send the de source to its current limit... 
old_ud = ud; 
/* limiting voltage *I 
l* change so that flux is limited ... *I 
ulim = sqrt(V _MAX*V _MAX - ud*ud); 
u_auxy = A8*foc_id*foc_iq*fluxmagi + np*speed*foc_id + A4*speed*fluxmag; 
if (rotor_pos_flag == 0) 
{ 
} 
else 
uq = sp = 0.0; 
cp = 1.0; 
uq = Sigma_Ls*(uspeed + u_auxy); 
if (fabs(uq) > ulim) 
{ 
if (uq > 0.0) uq = ulim; 
else uq = -ulim; 
t_states[1] = old_f_states[1]; 
dfdt[1) = 0.0; 
} 
dq = uq - old_uq; l* slope limit *I 
if (fabs( dq) > 1.0) /* roughly 100 Hz limit *I 
if (dq < 0.0) uq = old_uq - 1.0; 
else uq = old_uq + 1.0; 
old_uq = uq; 
r Convert FOG inputs ud and uq back to stator voltages *I 
vds = ud*cp - uq*sp; 
vqs = ud*sp + uq*cp; 
vmag = sqrt(vds*vds + vqs*vqs); 
t += FRAME_ TIME; 
*(outvec) = ((volatile unsigned) (foc_id*I_OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+ 1) =((volatile unsigned) (foc_iq*I_OUT _SCALE)); 
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*I 
*(outvec+2) = ((volatile unsigned) (pos_ref*1 O*W_OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+3) = ((volatile unsigned) (rotor_pos*1 O*W_OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+4) =((volatile unsigned) (speed*W_OUT_SCALE)); 
I* if (*dircom = 0) 
{ 
*(outvec+4) = ((volatile unsigned) (s1 *Sigma_Ls*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+5) = ((volatile unsigned) (s2*Sigma_Ls*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
} 
else 
{ 
*(outvec+4) = ((volatile unsigned) (s3*Sigma_Ls*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
*(outvec+5} =((volatile unsigned) (s4*Sigma_Ls*V _OUT _SCALE)); 
} ~ 
*(outvec+5) = ((volatile unsigned) (torq_signal(load_torque))); } r cntrl */ 
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B.8 Reference functions: tst_refs.c 
#include •utils.h" 
#include "clc.h" 
#include <math.h> 
#include <imp_inc.h> 
static unsigned *wcomm =(unsigned *)(Ox600006); 
static double freqs[8] = {1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 1 0.0, 20.0, 30.0, 40.0, 50.0}; 
double test_ refs( double t) 
{ 
unsigned u; 
double retval; 
u = ((*wcomm)>> 1 0); /* 0 to 3 *I 
if (u=O) /* step response *I 
retval = 1 00; 
else if (u==1) /*full-scale reverse *I 
if (cos(TWO_PI*0.1*t) > 0) retval = 100; 
else retval = -1 00; 
else /* sinusoidal tracking *I 
{ 
u = ((*wcomm)>>8); /* 0 to f *I 
retval = 100 + 5*cos{TWO_PI*freqs[u- 8]*t- Pl2); 
} 
retum(retval); 
} /* test_ refs *I 
double *test_refs2(double t) 
/* Additional references for FOC. 
Taken from '93 paper. 
{ 
unsigned u; 
int ivai; 
static double retval[2], dummy; 
u = ((*wcomm) >> 10); /* 0 to 3 *I 
if (u=O) 
retvai[O] = TWO_PI*10; /*10Hz *I 
else if (u=1) 
{ 
ivai = (int)(0.1 *t) & Ox1; 
if (ivai= 0) retvai[O] = TWO_PI*10; 
else retvai[O] = -TWO_PI*1 0; 
} 
else if (u=2) 
{ 
while (t > 30.0) t -= 30.0; I* 25 Hz limit *I 
retvai[O] = TWO_PI*1 0 + 5.0*cos(2.5*t*t - Pl2); 
} 
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*I 
else if (u==3) 
retvai[O] = 0; 
r Here calculate load torque in Nm that can be used by the control 
program. *I 
if ((*(wcomm+ 1 ))==0) 
{ 
/* direction switch *I 
r ivai= ((int)(0.2*t) & Ox6); r 0, 2, 4, 6 are possible values *I 
r retval[1] = (double)(ival); /*constant load torque*/ 
retval[1] = 1.0132118e-3*speed*speed; r 4 Nm at 10Hz*/ 
if (speed < 0) retval[1 ]*= -1; 
} 
else 
retval[1] = 5.0*cos(rotor_angle-PI2); 
return(retval); 
} /* test_refs2 *I 
/* position-dependent load torque */ 
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